BMx presents the MT-836P PRO, a Windows 10
tablet with docking station
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The MT-386P PRO, the third generation tablet from the Belgian company BMx Computers,
provides excellent performance, with increased capacity and attractive options such as a
docking station for individual desk use.
BMx Computers is quite shrewd. It doesn't try to deal with the high-end competition, with bold
designs or extravagant marketing communications. Instead, it sticks to the needs of its users.
Once again, this new tablet is proof that BMx listens to its customers.

The BMxPad aims to fill every user's three classic needs: first of all, a tablet, because this is the
main form it takes. The device sports an 11.6-inch display with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels.
But it's also a laptop with an adaptable keyboard that lets you type more easily, as well as a
touchpad. It can turn into a regular desktop PC when the tablet is attached to the included
docking station.

This is a small but full-featured docking station that provides the BMxPad with four USB 2.0 ports,
one LAN 10/100 port and one HDMI port. A nice solution that transforms the tablet into a true
desktop computer once it's connected to its docking station. A keyboard and mouse can be
attached to the docking station, as can a printer, scanner, and of course a larger monitor.

The tablet itself has a wealth of connections, with a few features that are currently not available at
all on the major brand models: one full-size USB 3.0 port, one MicroSD card slot and one
MicroHDMI 1.4 port, which can take on many external devices. An active stylus with pressure
response management, which can be stored in the tablet, is also available. And finally, a stand
housed in a semi-reinforced shell allows you to position the device vertically, without needing the
docking station.

The device is powered by a range of Intel processors up to and including the Intel Core M-5Y10c.
It can hold up to 8 GB of RAM and 512 GB of SSD storage. It has 802.11AC wireless
connectivity, supports Bluetooth 4.0 and can take on a 3G or 4G modem.

It has a 6000 mAh battery supplying the tablet with 10 hours of power in working mode according
to the manufacturer. Two 2- and 5-megapixel webcams are available. The device itself is 29.6 cm
wide, 18.9 cm high, 11.4 mm thick and weighs 850 grammes.

The base price is €699 (VAT included) for an Intel Core M-5Y10c model with 4 GB of RAM and
64 GB of storage without the keyboard or optional docking stations. If the tablet is delivered
without software already loaded, BMx guarantees full Linux compatibility.

In summary:
With its stylus, detachable magnetic keyboard and docking station, the BMxPad
PRO can serve as a touch tablet, laptop or desktop.

Discover the BMxPad PRO.

Best regards,

